
1 APRIL

Preheat the oven to 180 degrees. Put the egg-whites into a fat-free bowl 
and make sure there is no trace of egg yellow visable. Beat the egg-
whites together with a pinch of salt untill the mixture is stiff.  Beat the 
sugar in 1 spoonful at a time until stiff and shiny. Sieve the cornflour 
through a strainer and using a wooden spoon gently fold it in. Prepare a 
grease proof-paper layed baking dish and form the Pavlova. Flatten the 
top a little. Put the dish into the oven and lower the heat to 150 degrees 
then bake for 75 minutes. Afterwards turn off the heat. Do not open the 
oven-door untill the Pavova has totally cooled down. Beat the cream 
together with a little sugar until almost stiff. Spread the cream over the 
Pavlova finishing off with lots of red fruit.

7 egg-whites / 350 gr caster-sugar / 
1 teaspoon of cornflour / 500 ml of 
double or single cream / red fruit

8 portions



18 APRIL

Mix together the honey, sherry, cinnamon and figs, pour 375 ml of 
water into a large pan, bring this all to the boil and leave to simmer 
for 10 minutes. Remove the pan from the stove and let it cool down 
for at least one hour. Using a skim strainer ladle remove the figs from 
the liquid,but keep the liquid. Preheat the oven to 180 degrees. Put 
the pan with liquid back on the stove and let it simmer until it beco-
mes a syrupy substance. Place the pan on the side to cool off this is to 
be used later as top dressing. Now cut off the fig stalk and tops with a 
sharp knife. Place 1 almond together with a few pieces of chocolate 
inside each fig. After this place all the figs into a greased ovendish 
and finally put into the oven for 15 minutes till the chocolate has 
melted. Serve 3 figs per person, pour some of the syrup over this and 
finalize with a spoonful of whipped cream.

175 gramms honey / 125 ml sweet 
and dark sherry / 1/4 ts cinnamon / 
18 large dried figs / 18 white peeled 
almonds / 100 gr dark chocolate / 
single cream

6 Portions



9 AUGUSTUS

It would be tasty and nice to use the same type of fruits for the ice-
cream and yoghurt-drink, for example raspberry. Take a longdrink 
glass and put in 1 scooped ice-cream ball at the bottom. Fill the glass 
bottom with one third of yoghurt-drink. Add on top of this a little lime 
lemonande which causes foaming to create a collar around it. Finish 
the dessert off by piercing the fruit on the sticks and put in the ice-
cream as also the drinking straws.

2 scooped ice-cream fruit balls /  
1 yoghurt-drink filled carton /  
150 ml of concentrated lime lemo-
nade / fresh fruit / 2 longdrink glas-
ses / little stirs / piercing-sticks / 
drinking straws

2 portions


